
Borgo Valsugana - Cismon del Grappa
The last stage of the Via Romea Germanica in the Trentino region 
starts in Borgo Valsugana and ends in Cismon del Grappa (Vicenza 
province). 

It is the longest stage so far, about 31 km between mountains and 
First World War fortresses, but there are several villages where to 
stop and rest along the way. 

> The route
Starting in the center of Borgo Valsugana walk along the cy-
cling path to the town of Strigno; then, close to Ospedaletto, 
leave the cycling path and head towards the village of Selva. The 
last stretch of the Via Romea Germanica in the Trentino province 
crosses the villages of Filippini, Masi Ornè, Tezze and Martin-
celli. The road now enters the Veneto region and the Asiago 
plateau until its final destination: Cismon del Grappa.
N.B. at Martincelli it is possible for the road for hikers and cyclists 
to be closed due to a landslide, in that case head towards Primo-
lano instead.

Start Borgo Valsugana 

Finish Cismon del Grappa

Distance 31 km

Ascent 150 m

Descent 300 m

Duration 9 hours

Practicability On foot or by bike

We thank for the collaboration: Istituto Tambosi - Trento, 
Istituto Degasperi - Borgo Valsugana.

https://www.visitvalsugana.it/
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> What to see along the way?

THE OGRE’S BRIDGE
In Ospedaletto there is an extremely peculiar rock formation: 
right in the middle of the woods there is a rock bridge, a perfect 
arch that looks almost man – or ogre – made!
The bridge is walkable but can be very slippery and extremely 
dangerous.

FONTANAZZO BIOTOPE
The Fontanazzo biotope is located in Selva di Grigno; the 50 
hectares of the park are home to lawns, fields, several streams of 
water, patches of alluvial forest and riparian woods.

TRINCERONE DI GRIGNO
When First World War first started, the Austrian withdraw their 
troops from the border and let the Italians conquer the town of 
Grigno; the Reign of Italy decided to build here both their open-
air and fortified defense line, as well as the Trincerone, which was 
later won by the Austrian after the Battle of Caporetto.

TAGLIATA DELLA SCALA FORTRESS
Like the Trincerone, the Tagliata della scala fortress in Pri-
molano, was built to protect the Italian border from the attacks 
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
This defense system was permanently abandoned after the Bat-
tle of Caporetto.

CISMON DEL GRAPPA

The village of Cismon del Grappa is one of the oldest of in the 
Canal di Brenta. Due to its position on the border, it has always 
been a highly militarized area.

> What to visit in Cismon del Grappa?

SAN MARCO CHURCH
Inside the San Marco parish church, there are artworks of rare 
beauty: the vault frescoed by Gianbattista Canal, the altarpiece 
by Jacopo del Ponte and the wooden statue from the Far East rep-
resenting the Holy Mary from Pendancino.

COVOLO DI BUTTISTONE
The Covolo di Butistone is an ancient military fortress built to 
control communication and exchanges  between Italy and Germa-
ny as well as blocking the Canal di Brenta between Primolano and 
Cismon del Grappa until the end of the 18th century. Today the 
Covolo can only be visited with guided tours, that will give you in-
sights on the S. Giovanni Battista altarpiece, the crenellated rail-
ing, the cistern, the culverins emplacement, the dungeon, and 
the rooms for the troops.

Trincerone 

Fontanazzo Biotope

Ogre’s bridge

San Marco Church

Covolo di Buttistone

Tagliata della Scala

We thank for the collaboration: Istituto Tambosi - Trento, 
Istituto Degasperi - Borgo Valsugana.
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CISMON DEL GRAPPA - BASSANO DEL GRAPPA

The first stage of the Via Romea Germanica fully in the Veneto 
region starts in Cismon del Grappa and ends in Bassano del Grap-
pa. On its 23 km route, it crosses many small villages and towns 
and runs parallel to the course of the Brenta, the river that starts 
from the Levico and Caldonazzo lakes in Trentino and flows into 
the Adriatic Sea.

Start Cismon del Grappa

Finish  Bassano del Grappa

Distance 23 km

Ascent 20 m

Descent 80 m

Duration  5 hours

Practicability On foot or by bike

> The route
From Cismon del Grappa town center cross the Brenta river 
on the suspended bridge and head towards the village of Cos-
ta. While admiring the wonderful green landscape surrounded 
by mountains, continue passing Valgadena, Giara Modon, San 
Gaetano, Mori, Valstagna and Carpanè. Continuing south 
with the Brenta on the left, cross the towns of Oliero, San Naz-
ario, Campolongo sul Brenta, Solagna, Contrà Fietto and 
Campese. This first Venetian stage ends on the famous Bass-
ano del Grappa bridge; from here the Po Valley opens up and 
the Via continues towards Rome.
Virtual map: https://www.outdooractive.com/en/route/pil-
grim-walk/vicenza/via-romea-ita-stage-12-cismon-del-grappa-
bassano-del-grappa/108926773/#dm=1

> What to visit along the way?
n A stop in Valstagna is a must for all water sports lovers be-

cause of the two rafting centers, the Centro Nazionale Raft-
ing and the Canoa Ivan Team. Here you can both train and 
have fun trying one of the many activities, such as Brenta Raft, 
the Rafting Adventure, Canoe and Kayak, Hydrospeed, Hot 
Dog, SUP and Packraft.

 More info on: https://www.ivanteam.com/

n The Ponte Subiolo (or White Elephant) lake is in Valstag-
na and is part together with Oliero and Fontanazzi one of the 
most important European karst springs. It is one of the most 
popular caves among divers for its dimension (365 m in 
total) and the underwater passages.

n The Oliero caves in Oliero; it is a complex of caves on the 
slopes of the Sette Comuni plateau’s massif. From the caves 
flows out most of the water coming from the plateau above, a 
classic example of karst area.

 More on: https://www.grottedioliero.it/tariffe/

Adventure Rafting The Oliero caves

We thank for the collaboration: Istituto Tambosi - Trento, 
Istituto Degasperi - Borgo Valsugana.

https://www.visitvalsugana.it/
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BASSANO DEL GRAPPA

Bassano del Grappa is a city in the province of Vicenza. The 
city’s origin dates back to the X century b.C., archeological 
excavation in the San Giorgio di Angarano necropolis found trac-

es of a pre-Roman settlement in the area. Bassano will amaze you 
with its historical palaces, museums, churches, military buildings, 
monumental squares, and green parks.

> What to visit in Bassano?
n In Bassano del Grappa you can visit a few different museums:

 - The Poli Museo della Grappa (Grappa Museum) tells the 
story of the most famous Veneto marc and its distillation 
process.

  More info on prices and opening hours:  
https://www.poligrappa.com/ita/geografia/poli-museo-
grappa-bassano.php

 - Both the Ceramics Museum and the Remondini Print 
Museum are housed in the historic Palazzo Sturm. The ce-
ramics museum has a wide collection of majolica, porcelain 
and earthenware; the Remondini museum covers all aspect 
of the industrial phenomenon that has been the Remondini 
family, with etchings and woodcuts by great Italian and Eu-
ropean artists, including Dürer and Mantegna.

  More here: http://www.museibassano.it/

 - The Civic Museum of Bassano del Grappa is one of the 
oldest museums in Veneto; it currently houses works by Ja-
copo Bassano,  Antonio Canova, Giambattista Tiepolo and 
many others. 

  Prices and opening hours: http://www.museibassano.it/

 - Villa Ca’ Erizzo Luca is home of the First World War and 
the Hemingway museums: an insight on both the events 
of WWI and the history of Ernest Hemingway, winner of the 
Nobel prize for Literature in 1954.

  More here: http://www.museohemingway.it/ita/visita#info

n The Ezzelini Castle is a quadrilateral medieval fortification 
made of bricks and pebbles from the Brenta river. The castle, 
after some restoration interventions, has become an exposition 
area for temporary exhibitions and theater plays of the Oper-
aEstate festival.

 More here: http://www.comune.bassano.vi.it/

n The beautiful Villa Angarano built by Andrea Palladio and 
Baldessare Longhena is a UNESCO World Heritage site. The most 
iconic features of the façade are the Ionic and Tuscanic capitals, 
the broken pediment, and the beautiful statues. Now this won-
derful building houses a small farm specialized in wine and oil pro-
duction.

 Discover more:  
 http://www.villaangarano.com/it/villa-angarano/

n Bassano del Grappa city center will make your jaw drop! Each 
building, cobblestone, or monument you will lay eyes on will tell 
you something about the city’s culture and history. From the 
beautiful Garibaldi square and the civic tower to the lavishly 
painted Porta Dieda (one of the old town’s gates) and the fa-
mous Ponte Vecchio or Ponte degli Alpini: a wooden bridge 
dedicated to the Alpine soldiers killed during the First World War, 
who used to walk on it when heading to the front on the Sette 
Comuni plateau.

n In Viale delle Fosse, not far from the center, a statue dedicat-
ed to General Gaetano Giardino company commander of 6th 
Bersaglieri Regiment and key actor in the last couple of months 
of World War I on the Monte Grappa; at the end of the same road 
there is Porta delle Grazie.

n There is no shortage of churches in Bassano and some of them 
are extremely peculiar; near the city center we find the Tempio 
Ossario which from being the city’s Cathedral eventually be-
came a military shrine for the soldiers fallen in the First World War. 
In Piazza Garibaldi there is the wonderful Church of San Franc-
esco built in the XII century and  not far away the Cathedral of 
Santa Maria in Colle which houses an altarpiece representing 
the Nativity attributed to the son of Jacopo Bassano.

n The Parolini Park is a luxuriant green oasis in the center of 
Bassano, designed and built by Alberto Parolini in 1805. What 
particularly stands out in this park is the richness in biodiversity in 
such a confined space, with meadows, flowerbeds and both au-
tochthon and tropical plants, among which the Cedar of Lebanon, 
the Platanus Orientalis and the Taxus Baccata.

n The 40.000 m² wide Cappeller Wildlife Park is located in 
Cartigliano, not far from Bassano. It is home to animals from all 
over the world, kept in protected environment that recreate their 
original natural habitat, more than 500 plant species and a botan-
ical garden. Here it is also possible to visit the Human Evolution 
Museum and a taxidermy exhibition.

 More here: https://parcocappeller.it/orari-e-prezzi/

We thank for the collaboration: Istituto Tambosi - Trento, 
Istituto Degasperi - Borgo Valsugana.
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